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“The little bridges can’t be too big, 
otherwise students can’t cross 
them; they also can’t be too small, 
otherwise they’re not motivating.”

– Andy J. Ko
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Introduction
bridge is a web platform aimed to help designers and academics discover, 
learn, and apply their understanding of HCI knowledge by allowing them to 
share experiences and resources with one another. 
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There is a gap in the knowledge that is being shared between Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) academia 
and industry. A lot of academic research and work in industry is being done in parallel on impactful topics, 
such as inclusivity, accessibility, and complex socio-technical systems, yet there’s not enough conversations 
being had to help solve these problems together. The wealth of intellectual and technical resources available 
to be shared between both HCI academia and industry would serve to improve how society interacts with, 
and benefits from the technology and environment around them. From our research, we knew we needed our 
platform to engage both communities equally - allowing industry designers to discover and digest academic 
research, and allow academics to share and receive feedback on their work.

With bridge, academics can tell the stories behind their research, and designers can better understand how 
academic research can impact their work in industry. We incorporate a feedback system to promote story-
telling on our platform to better allow both academic researcher to align their values and help one another. 
The platform allows designers to tell academics what they used the platform for, how their understanding 
has improved, and what they still need clarity on. We hope that academics are better able to see the impact of 
their work, and continue to shape the world’s use of technology. bridge envisions a way in which HCI knowl-
edge can be shared between academics and designers through personal and impactful dialogue and stories.

The story of



Visual Elements

All icons used in our platform are filled and from Material Design
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Logo Usage
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Illustrations



System and Models
The Sitemap and User Flow show how users might navigate throughout bridge’s 
system. The Feedback Loop demonstrates the mechanism of how information is 
shared between designer and academic.

To see what the pages look like in high-fidelity, please refer to our Screen States. To 
see how the interactions work through our User Flow, please refer to the Interaction 
Model and the Principle Prototype.
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Private profileHome

Always 
accessible

Academic only

Topic overview

Subtopic overview

Paper overview

Feedback

Academic public profileLeading academic 
overview

Paper stats

Sitemap
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View Home

View topic overview View subtopic overview

Search

View private profile

Edit details

View paper stats

View feedback and 
viewing history

Enter response

View paper overview Enter feedback

View public author 
profile

View public author 
profile / paper overview

Featured links

Link to paper

View Leading 
Academics

Give feedback?

5 reads without 

feedback?

Is user an academic?

Interested in 
Featured Academic?

Know specific 
subtopic?

Respond to 
feedback?Edit Profile?

User Flow

User action

User logic

System

External 
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Accessible from 
academic private profile

Accessible from 
designer private profile

Show recent 

feedback, popular 

link suggestions

Show all feedback, 

popular link 

suggestions

Show popular link 

suggestions

Show all feedback 

from specific user

Show response to 

specific user

Paper overview Paper Stats

Private profile

Academic public profile

Feedback and viewing 
history

Enter feedback, link 
suggestions

Enter response

Feedback Loop

User action

Page

System

System output

User Input



Interaction and Motion
Both the Interaction Model and Motion Guide are intended to demonstrate how the 
major animations and transitions work between different and screens. 

For a more detailed version of it in context, please refer to our Principle Prototype. 
Easing for all motion: cubic-bezier (0.42, 0.0, 0.58, 1) 
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Interaction | Home

Virtual 
Reality

Navigation bar

Search

Topic card

Overlay

Infinite scroll

Viewport
The navigation bar is fixed to the 
top of the viewport and always 
visible throughout the website

Topic cards are clickable and 
animate on hover

The overlay fades out on scroll

Topic cards load continuously as 
user scrolls down the page

The input field appears on click

Complex
Systems
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Interaction | Topic Overview

Home

Subtopic card

The “bridge” icon takes the user 
back to Home at any point

The back button is always visible 
on the navigation bar and links to 

the previous page

Subtopic cards are clickable

Back button

Navigation bar
The navigation bar changes to 
solid form when the user scrolls 
past the cover illustration
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Academic paper card

Paper search field

Link to specific academic paper 
on click

Users can input their search 
terms and only relevant papers 
will be displayed 

Academics card
Link to specific academic profile 
on click

Interaction | Subtopic Overview
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Feedback card
The system surfaces the most 
recent feedback regarding the 
specific paper. Upon clicking, the 
card expands to the user’s full 
feedback to all questions

The link is opened in a new tab 

The link is opened in a new tab 

Suggested link card

Link to PDF

Interaction | Paper Overview
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Next button

Progress bar

Clickable when the user has filled 
in their response

The progress bar is fixed under 
the navigation bar and proceeds 
accordingly to the user’s 
progress in the feedback form

The user can type in their 
responses in the field

Input field

Interaction | Feedback
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Other academic paper card

Social profile link

Academics profile card

Link to the specific paper on click

Open the specific social profile in 
a new tab

Link to specific academic profile 
on click

Link to the corresponding 
subtopic page on click

Subtopic buttons

Interaction | Public Author Profile
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Motion | Transition in with banner
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Motion | Transition out with banner
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Motion | Transition in without banner
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Motion | Transition out without banner



Storyboards
We showcase two main use case scenarios through high-fidelity screens.  
The first, Discover & Give feedback, is where a designer finds an academic paper 
that’s useful to their topic, and leaves feedback to share their experience.  
The second, Respond & Explore, is through the academic’s journey of responding 
to a designer, and learning from recommended resources.

For a more detailed version of it in its full use, please refer to our Principle Prototype.  
To see all the possible user journeys and alternate scenarios, please view our User 
Flows, Product Video, and Presentation.
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The user is interested in learning more about Augmented Reality,  
and clicks on the “Augmented Reality” tile to learn more about it.

Having looked at all of the potential interesting topics, they click 
on the “Mobile AR” tile to find papers and academics.

1.1 | Select Topic 1.2 | Select Subtopic

1 | Discover & Give feedback
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On the Mobile Augmented Reality page, they click on “See More” to 
see other leading academics in that space.

Having looked at the Leading Academics page, they click on 
“Mobile Augmented Reality” to navigate back to the Mobile AR 
overview to look at some papers instead. 

1.3 | Discover Subtopic Papers 1.4 | Discover Leading Academics

!"Augmented Reality

Mobile AR
Leading academics to explore

The boom in the capabilities and features of mobile devices, like 
smartphones, tablets, and wearables, combined with the ubiquitous and 
affordable Internet access and the advances in the areas of cooperative 
networking, computer vision, and mobile cloud computing transformed 
mobile augmented reality (MAR)

Senior Lecturer
Information and Engineering

Paolo Garcia | Ph.D

Professor
Informatics and Engineering School

Francis Jones | Ph.D

Recommended by other academics
Highlighted papers that other academics think you should read on this topic!

See more

A review the state of the art in 
mobile AR solutions, in particular 
sensor-based, marker-based, and 
markerless solutions through a 
design lens of existing and future 
entertainment services.

Exploring the Evolution 
of Mobile Augmented 
Reality for Future 
Entertainment Systems

#

$

In this paper we address the 
problem of scale by adapting a 
Depth From Focus (DFF) 
technique, which has previously 
been limited to high-end cameras 
to a commercial mobile phone. 

Estimating scale using 
depth from focus for 
mobile augmented 
reality

#

Utilizing sensor fusion in 
markerless mobile 
augmented reality

A sensor and vision fusion 
approach for robust and user-
friendly initialization of map and 
scale. The map is initialized, using 
inbuilt accelerometers, whilst 
scale is initialized by the camera 
auto-focusing capability.

#

Using “tilt” as an 
interface to control “no-
button” 3D games

A tilt interface for a 3-D graphics 
first-person driving game titled 
Tunnel Run, and compare the user 
experience playing the same 
game with a traditional phone 
joypad interface and with a tilt 
interface in two different modes.

#

1 | Discover & Give feedback
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The user goes to the specific paper overview and reads the 
expert’s summary. They understand more about the story and 
why the author decided to research this topic. They click on “Jon 
A. Preston’s”profile card to see more of his background.

They read to see Jon’s interests, other academic papers they 
highlighted from other authors, and some featured links that 
they like. They scroll down to see more.

1.5 | Explore Paper Overview 1.6.1 | Author Public Profile

1 | Discover & Give feedback
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They scroll down on Jon’s profile card to see more of his inter-
ests. This helps the user understand more about Jon’s interests 
beyond his research topic. They click on the back navigation to 
go back to the paper. 

Having understood what Jon might be interested in and what his 
research entails, they click on the “Leave your feedback” button 
to share their thoughts.

1.6.2 | Author Public Profile 1.7 | Leave Feedback

1 | Discover & Give feedback
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They decide to enter in some answers about what the paper 
was used for, and what their understanding of the paper is. They 
click on the “Next” button to continue answering. 

They type an answer to say which part of the paper helped 
them most, and which parts didn’t make sense. They click on the 
“Next” button to continue answering. 

1.8.1 | Enter Feedback 1.8.2 | Enter Feedback

1 | Discover & Give feedback
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They post in some interesting links on Mobile AR to share what 
they think Jon could be interested in. They click on the “Submit” 
button to send the answer to Jon.

They receive a confirmation that their experience and feedback 
will be shared with the academic. They click on the “Home” page 
to navigate back after they’re done. 

1.8.3 | Enter Feedback 1.8.4 | Enter Feedback

1 | Discover & Give feedback
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From the Home page, Jon clicks on the account icon on the top 
right corner to go to his personal account. He sees some of his 
overall statistics about who has viewed his profile, left feedback, 
and downloads of his work. Jon scrolls down to see specific 
stats on his most recent paper. 

2.1 | Personal Account

He clicks on the card for “Supporting Interaction in Augmented 
Reality” to see more details.

2.2 | Read experiences

2 | Respond & Explore
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He decides to respond to Aaron, a Designer Researcher from 
Microsoft, to continue the line of conversation. He clicks on the 
text entry field, “Respond to Aaron” to type his reply.  He scrolls 
up to see some recommended links for him.

2.4 | Respond to designer

He sees the overall information for his particular paper and the 
summary that he wrote for it the last time. He scrolls down to 
read the most recent experiences people left as feedback for 
his paper. 

2.3 | Paper stats 

2 | Respond & Explore
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He’s interested in reading the first paper, Why Mobile AR Mat-
ters to see what attitudes are in industry. He clicks on the card to 
take him to an external source.

2.5 | View recommended links

2 | Respond & Explore

He gets taken to an external source in a new tab where he can 
read one of the interesting articles recommended to him. 

2.6 | Explore external source



Components
The screens are broken into the main components and provided with redlines to 
demonstrate their sizing and padding.

To see what our components look like  on the screens, refer to Screen States. 
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Navigation

!"Mobile AR #
1440px

100px

108px

36px

32px

32px

120px
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36px

32px

118px

32px

68px470px 439px

bridge !"
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1200px

30px

120px

34px
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Button
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Button

180px
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Cards

Program Chair
School of Computer Science and Informatics

Andy Ko | PhD

Background

University of Washington

Answerdash.Inc
344px

162px
60px

60px

260px184px

82px

18px

122px

32px

Program Chair
School of Computer Science and Informatics

Andy Ko | PhD

30px12px
84px Exploring the Evolution of Mobile 

Augmented

Source: !

234px

42px

280px

240px

18px

12
px

C3.1 C4

C3.2

Academic Card | Large
Academic Card | Small
Featured Links Card

C3.1
C3.2
C4
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Cards

Exploring the Evolution 
of Mobile Augmented 
Reality for Future 
Entertainment Systems

!
"

#

$
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248px
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A review the state of the art in 
mobile AR solutions, in particular 
sensor-based, marker-based, and 
markerless solutions through a 
design lens of existing and future 
entertainment services.

Exploring the Evolution 
of Mobile Augmented 
Reality for Future 
Entertainment Systems

!5 Min Read

18px

12
px

34px

56px

200px

Exploring the Evolution 
of Mobile Augmented 
Reality for Future 
Entertainment Systems

Program Chair
Computer Science and 
Engineering Program

Andy Ko | PhD

+ 4 others

Authors

!Go to paper

56px

34px

200px

18px
248px

345px
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Designer Feedback

Aaron Aguhob
Designer Researcher
Microsoft

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

I was just really fascinated by mobile AR after looking at existing innovations 
and apps out there. I wanted to build my foundational understanding of the 
space and was intrigued by the summary.

I understand now more about the technical limitations in this space. I also 
know enough about the theory and opportunities within this space now that I 
would be comfortable talking to it about it with engineers on my team.

Everything about the paper was super helpful. I am interested in hearing more 
about your thoughts on this topic which is why I left my line of communication 
open. Excited to continue this convo.

Some of the methods were a bit confusing to me since I don't have a formal 
background in this space. But I'm curious to learn more. 

8/16/2018

Respond to Aaron

1194px

584px

62px

912px

422px

72px

12px
24px

580p
x

60px

88px

46px

184px
26px

20px

18px

16px

475px

90px

24px
280px

24px

Designer Feedback| Academic’s view (Paper stats)C6

C6
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View Card

Supporting Interaction 
in Augmented Reality Thank you Aaron for the wonderul feedback. I will make sure that I try to make 

a clearer depiction of the use cases of the technology in my next publication. 
You are not the first to give me this feedback, so I will be definitely making the 
suggested changed soon. I am glad to also hear that your company will be 
using my paper to explore diffrerent ways biotech and mobile augmented 
reality can benefit the field. I look forward to seein the end product, and if you 
have any more feedback my other papers, please feel free to visit that paper 
and give me more feedcack.

Best,
Jon A. Preston

Subtopic

Author

Author’s comment

Mobile AR

Professor in the Software Engineering and 
Computer Game Design and Devleopment

Jon A. Preston | Ph.D

Proceedings of the 7th IEEE/ACM International 
Symposium on Mixed and Augmented Reality 

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

!
!

!
!

30px

42px

20px

34px

24px

62px

72px

60px

92px

148px

32px

350px

60px

350px

100px
12px

580px

224px

32px

12px

1194px

584px

View card from academic | Designer’s view (Designer private profile)C7

C7
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Topic and Subtopic Tiles

Mobile AR

204px

212px

56px

44px

384px

284px

Augmented 
Reality

587px

284px

196px

372px

40px

42px

Topic / Subtopic Tiles | Small (Home, Topic overview)
Topic / Subtopic Tiles|  Large (Home)

C8.1
C8.2

C8.1 C8.2



Screen States

To see how the interactions work, please refer to our Interaction Model. To see the 
screens in context, please refer to our Principle Prototype.
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Home
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Special topics 

Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality is an interactive experience of a real-world 
environment whereby the objects that reside in the real-world are 
"augmented" by computer-generated perceptual information

Mobile AR Computer 
Vision

Artificial 
Intelligence

!"Home #

Topic overview
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!"Augmented Reality

Mobile AR
Leading academics to explore

The boom in the capabilities and features of mobile devices, like 
smartphones, tablets, and wearables, combined with the ubiquitous and 
affordable Internet access and the advances in the areas of cooperative 
networking, computer vision, and mobile cloud computing transformed 
mobile augmented reality (MAR)

Senior Lecturer
Information and Engineering

Paolo Garcia | Ph.D

Professor
Informatics and Engineering School

Francis Jones | Ph.D

Recommended by other academics
Highlighted papers that other academics think you should read on this topic!

See more

A review the state of the art in 
mobile AR solutions, in particular 
sensor-based, marker-based, and 
markerless solutions through a 
design lens of existing and future 
entertainment services.

Exploring the Evolution 
of Mobile Augmented 
Reality for Future 
Entertainment Systems

#

$

In this paper we address the 
problem of scale by adapting a 
Depth From Focus (DFF) 
technique, which has previously 
been limited to high-end cameras 
to a commercial mobile phone. 

Estimating scale using 
depth from focus for 
mobile augmented 
reality

#

Utilizing sensor fusion in 
markerless mobile 
augmented reality

A sensor and vision fusion 
approach for robust and user-
friendly initialization of map and 
scale. The map is initialized, using 
inbuilt accelerometers, whilst 
scale is initialized by the camera 
auto-focusing capability.

#

Using “tilt” as an 
interface to control “no-
button” 3D games

A tilt interface for a 3-D graphics 
first-person driving game titled 
Tunnel Run, and compare the user 
experience playing the same 
game with a traditional phone 
joypad interface and with a tilt 
interface in two different modes.

#

Subtopic overview
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!"Mobile Augmented Reality

Leading Academics
Here are the leading academics in Mobile 
Augmented Reality

Search e.g. “mobile AR in health or by university”!

Highlighted academics

All results

Senior Lecturer
Informatics and Engineering

Paolo Garcia | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

Stanford

#

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

Joseph Montgomery | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

Carnegie Mellon

Senior Lecturer
Informatics and Engineering School

Christopher Xiao | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

UC Berkeley

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

University of Washington

Backgroun
d

Priyanka Lodha | Ph.D

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

Alice Hardy | Ph.D 

Background

Carnegie Mellon

University of Washington

Professor
Informatics and Engineering School

Francis Jones | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

Google

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

Vidush Agrawala | Ph.D

Background

University of Michigan

Stanford

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

Dollie Potter | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

Carnegie Mellon

Professor
Informatics and Computer Science 

University of Washington

Backgroun
d

Alex Masterson | Ph.D

Professor
School of Computer Science and Informatics

Alan Curry | Ph.D

Background

University of Michigan

UC Berkeley

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

Annie Brooks | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

Microsoft

Professor
Informatics and Computer Science 

Lucinda Gutierrez | Ph.D

Background

Carnegie Melon

University of Virginia

Professor
School of Computer Science and Informatics

Lois Garrett | Ph.D

Background

Carnegie Melon

University of Virginia

Senior Lecturer
Informatics and Computer Science 

University of Washington

Background

Rachel Ginger | Ph.D

Program 
ChairHuman Centered Design and 
Engineering

University of 
Washington

Backgroun
d

James Cannon | Ph.D

Professor
Informatics and Engineering School

Jon Smith | Ph.D

Background

University of Michigan

UC Berkeley

Program Chair
Human Centered Design and Engineering

Nina Paisarnsrisin | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

Stanford

Professor
Informatics and Computer Science 

Priscilla Thai | Ph.D

Background

University of Washington

University of Virginia

Leading Academic overview
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Key words

Experiences

Suggested links

Proceedings of the 7th IEEE/ACM 
International Symposium on Mixed and 
Augmented Reality 

September 15-18, 2008

Expert’s summary

Handling interaction in Augmented Reality (AR) systems is a challenging 
problem. Many compelling AR systems (e.g.,in military, industrial and 
entertainment domains) envision users operating in mobile 3D environments 
where they interact with the world, such as by pointing at physical objects to 
obtain information about them. I got fascinated by the ways in which 
interactions happen in Augmented Reality and the 3D world, and wanted to find 
a way to better support different activities within this space. This led me to 
explore ways in which estimates of the registration error can be leveraged to 
support predictable selection in the presence of uncertain 3D knowledge. We 
have addressed this problem by creating a toolkit (osgAR) that allows 
application developers to easily create applications that adapt in the presence 
of changing uncertainty, and we hope that this work will support the creation of 
new interaction techniques for Augmented Reality systems. I hope that my work 
in this space can help others better understand how people can better design 
and develop applications that adapt to the surrounding environment.

! Link to PDF Citation

"#Mobile AR $

Authors

Professor in the Software Engineering and 
Computer Game Design and Devleopment

Jon A. Preston | Ph.D

Leave your feedback You can view 4 more papers, leave a 
feedback to get 5 more

Supporting Interaction 
in Augmented Reality

I was trying to build a mobile app 
specification for my Designing 
Interactions class and wanted to 
understand what's being done.

What was this paper 
used for?

Coco Paz, Product Designer %

Occlusion Model, Effective Computing, 
Accessible Tech, Interaction Design, 
Mobile AR

Why Mobile AR Matters

Source: %

Here’s a preview of how Jon’s research has impacted other designers

Other readers have recommended these similar links based on this paper

Honey Nut Cheerios: Discover 
The Power Of Oats

Source: %

AR based iOS App - 2

Source: %

Early Challenges in AR UX

Source: %

Paper overview
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!"Supporting Interaction in Augmented Reality #

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding of the topic after reading this?

Tell the authors your experience

Next

Feedback
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Feedback

!"Supporting Interaction in Augmented Reality #

Which part of the paper helped you most?

Which part doesn’t make sense to you?

Tell the authors your experience

NextBack
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Feedback

!"Supporting Interaction in Augmented Reality #

Share a resource (e.g. case study, company blog entry, news article, etc.) that 
might benefit Jon or future readers 

Tell the authors your experience

SubmitBack
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Feedback

!"Supporting Interaction in Augmented Reality #

Your experience will be shared with the academic. 

Thank you!

Go to home
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Areas of expertise

Personal statement

My research concerns interactions between people and code. I invent 
better developer tools, I study software teams, I design better ways to 
learn to code, and new ways to learn how software works.

Similar academics in the field

Senior Executive Associate Dean
The Information School
Computer Science & Engr. 

University of Washington

Backgroun
d

Answerdash.Inc

Erik Stolterman | PhD

Why Mobile AR Matters

Source: !

See more

Jon A. Preston
Professor in the Software Engineering and 
Computer Game Design and Devleopment

University of Washington

Background Website

Preston.Inc

https://www.hcde.washington.edu

"

Mobile AR

Virtual Reality Effective Computing 

Interaction DesignAccessible Tech

Highlighted academic papers

Featured links

Jon’s  research

Exploring the Evolution 
of Mobile Augmented 
Reality for Future 
Entertainment Systems

Program Chair
Computer Science and 
Engineering Program

John Kimbell | Ph.D

+ 4 others

Authors

!Go to paper

Jon’s favorite links based on suggestions from designers

See all of the research that Jon has done over the years 

Explore these research papers from other academics that Jon recommends

This illustrates how 
accelerometers can greatly 
simplify the interaction for 3D 
graphical action games. In 
particular we present the design 
and user trials for a novel motion 
controlled 3D Bluetooth 
multiplayer space game. 

Supporting Interaction 
in Augmented Reality

!
4 Min Read

Search e.g. “Markerless Detection”#

Defining the Augmented 
Reality trend in health 
and personal care 

Lecturer
Information Management 
System Program

Kim Tan | Ph.D

+ 4 others

Authors

!Go to paper

The Dimensions of 
Images in Augmented 
Reality

Associate Professor
Human Centered Design and 
Engineering

Lee Sung Kim | Ph.D

+ 4 others

Authors

!Go to paper

Interactivity Across 
Augmented Reality 
Platforms 

Associate Professor
Computer Science and 
Engineering Program

Sarah Stafford | Ph.D

+ 4 others

Authors

!Go to paper

Honey Nut Cheerios: Discover 
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Supporting Interaction 
in Augmented Reality

Search e.g. “super helpful”!

"Profile

Your summary

Recommended links for you

Most recent experiences

Write about why you were interested in this topic, what the research 
includes, and how you think it will help others. 

Based on this paper and your research, these readers have suggested resources you might be interested in. 

Handling interaction in Augmented Reality (AR) systems is a challenging problem. Many compelling AR systems (e.g.,in military, industrial and 
entertainment domains) envision users operating in mobile 3D environments where they interact with the world, such as by pointing at physical 
objects to obtain information about them. I got fascinated by the ways in which interactions happen in Augmented Reality and the 3D world, and 
wanted to find a way to better support different activities within this space. This led me to explore ways in which estimates of the registration error 
can be leveraged to support predictable selection in the presence of uncertain 3D knowledge. We have addressed this problem by creating a toolkit
(osgAR) that allows application developers to easily create applications that adapt in the presence of changing uncertainty, and we hope that this 
work will support the creation of new interaction techniques for Augmented Reality systems. I hope that my work in this space can help others better 
understand how people can better design and develop applications that adapt to the characteristics of the surrounding environment.

Aaron Aguhob
Designer Researcher
Microsoft

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

I was just really fascinated by mobile AR after looking at existing innovations 
and apps out there. I wanted to build my foundational understanding of the 
space and was intrigued by the summary.

I understand now more about the technical limitations in this space. I also 
know enough about the theory and opportunities within this space now that I 
would be comfortable talking to it about it with engineers on my team.

Everything about the paper was super helpful. I am interested in hearing more 
about your thoughts on this topic which is why I left my line of communication 
open. Excited to continue this convo.

Some of the methods were a bit confusing to me since I don't have a formal 
background in this space. But I'm curious to learn more. 
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Frankie Nguyen
Product Designer
Facebook

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

This paper was super useful for me when I was trying to figure out how to make 
interactions work better in Mobile AR for a project at work.

I have a better understanding of how to take into account how the surrounding 
environment might affect what the camera detects. It was something I didn't 
even consider before.

Once I clicked to read the paper, I'd say that the introduction was really 
comprehensive in letting me understand more about how I should approach 
this topic space.

I would say that I was unfamiliar with some of the language that was used in the 
paper, so some pointers for people new to the space could be really helpful.

8/10/2018

Respond to Frankie

Coco Paz
Design Student
University of Washington

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

I was trying to build a mobile app specification for my Designing Interactions 
class and wanted to understand what's being done.

This project has really sparked my interest in AR and I think that it's something 
I might really want to focus on in my career. 

The way the introduction helped lead me into the paper itself eased me into 
the research and allowed me to walk out of this with confidence.

The figures were a little confusing to me. Maybe if there was a video or a 
clearer explanation to accompany it, would I better understand.

8/2/2018

Respond to Coco

Melée Junchaya
Interaction Designer
Samsung

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

I was always fascinated by the ways in which Mobile AR is coming up. I wanted 
to read this paper for my own personal understanding in this space.

I have a much clearer understanding based on this paper that I read, as well as 
the papers that were cited here and in other references.

Definitely the images. It helped me ground my understanding by seeing how 
these complicated theories were being talked about.

I think everything was pretty clear to me.

7/30/2018

Respond to Melée

Yanni Jenich
Designer Researcher
Microsoft

What was this paper used for?

What is your understanding  of the topic now?

Which part of the paper helped you the most? And in what way?

Which parts of the paper do not make sense to you?

I am new to the team and wanted to be more confident in such an unfamiliar 
space. This paper was recommended to me by friends.

I kind of have a better understanding of all the ways in which the environment 
can play a role in changing what the camera detects in Mobile AR

The explanation was really thorough and provided enoguh clarity for me to 
understand it without extensive knowledge of AR.

Some of the methodology was confusing 

7/28/2018

Respond to Yanni
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